Mistibishi lancer

The Mitsubishi Lancer is a compact car produced by the Japanese manufacturer Mitsubishi
since In Japan, it was sold at a specific retail chain called Car Plaza. Between its introduction in
and , over six million units were sold. Mitsubishi ended production of the Lancer in August
worldwide, with the exception of Taiwan and Mainland China. The first Lancer A70 was launched
in February It served to fill the gap between the Minica kei car and the larger Galant. Engines
were different 1. The Celeste was imported built-up from Japan initially and assembly of a single
1. The Celeste was originally available with 1. An even larger 2. In , the all new Lancer EX was
unveiled in Japan. Its new, clean and aerodynamic styling with integrated plastic bumpers
reflected that of the recently introduced Galant and Sapporo. It was of a more European
appearance than earlier Mitsubishi vehicles. The MCA stands for Mitsubishi Clean Air which
meant that the EX passed both Japan and US emission standards, while the new cylinder head
design of the engine gave way for a Jet valve which introduced an extra swirl of air to the
combustion chamber, swirling the fuel-air mixture for a cleaner, efficient and more thorough
burn. In addition to these improvements, another breakthrough in the Lancer lineup was the
Silent Shaft Technology, which was actually two counterbalancing shafts that rotated in
opposite directions, cancelling the power pulses inherent in an inline four-cylinder engine. This
reduced both engine noise and vibration, and provided a smoother driving experience. The 1. In
, The Lancer EX was introduced with a 1. The model was also a popular base for rally cars in
that market, with some success. It was replaced by the front-drive Tredia in with the Cordia
coupe equivalent effectively replacing the earlier Celeste. In Europe, the Lancer EX sold well as
its restrained styling better matched the desires of European buyers than its somewhat fussy
predecessor. Other considerations concerned handling and also the demand for more
passenger room, as Mitsubishi tailored the Lancer towards European consumers. It went on
sale locally after making its European premier at the Frankfurt Show. Unlike in Japan, European
buyers could also get a 1. At home, sales of the turbo model were low because of emission
regulations Japan imposed at that time. Between and , the Lancer in Japan derived from the
subcompact Mirage â€”itself sold in many export markets under the name Colt. Mitsubishi had
originally launched the Mirage in as a front-wheel drive hatchback, with a sedan variant later
released in â€”and a version of which sold in Japan as Lancer Fiore. Five generations of Mirage
were manufactured by Mitsubishi up until , with new generations released in and with the
equivalent Lancer delayed until , to It was not until â€”with the to Lancer now departedâ€”that
the Mirage-based Lancer eschewed the Fiore suffix. Between and , the aforementioned Mirage
sedan with minor styling modifications sold as the Lancer Fiore through Japanese retail
channels. The Fiore spanned two generations, the second of which came to the market in
Internationally, the Fiore sedan often sold under the abbreviated name Lancer, and sometimes
as the "Lancer F" for example, in Germany. Thus, with the rear-wheel drive Lancer as
introduced in and the front-wheel drive Lancer Fiore, Mitsubishi had two similarly sized models
competing in the same market segment, sometimes even while sharing the Lancer badge.
Although naming conventions varied, for all generations, sedan versions of the Mirage were
typically badged as Lancer in export markets such as the Philippines , although notably not in
the United States. In Japan, sedan variants of the Mirage and Lancer sold alongside one another
with minor differences in trim. The station wagon, part of the and iterations, was typically known
as the Lancer in export markets. Likewise, the Mirage coupe variant, available with the and
generations, also became part of the Lancer lineup in some regions. Mitsubishi introduced
replacements for the Mirage starting in , with a new generation of Lancer sedanâ€”now larger
and having moved up to the compact segment. Then in , a subcompact five-door hatchback
badged Colt internationally became available, thus substituting the Mirage hatchback. By , the
Mirage had been completely phased out of mainstream Japanese production and Lancer
became the primary title for Mitsubishi's compact offerings. The new model was available in
sedan and station wagon forms. This series of Lancer is still sold in Japan where the onwards
generation Lancer is known as "Galant Fortis". In February , for the model year, a heavily
restyled Lancer surfaced with a front styling that brought it into line with the Mitsubishi
corporate look, as well as a restyled rear, to further differentiate itself from the Lancer
Evolution. The car's grille was then redesigned again in for the model year. In Japan, the Lancer
Cedia was offered with many different trim levels and engines, including some options never
exported. There was also a Ralliart version of the Sportswagon which was powered by a
turbocharged 1. As of , this generation of Lancer sedan is still being sold alongside the newer
era generation, which is known in the home market as the Galant Fortis. In Taiwan , the
Mitsubishi Lancer was produced and marketed by China Motor Corporation , and the car was
slightly restyled in the beginning with larger front grilles, extra chrome trims, and the rear
license plate located on the trunk lid instead of the rear bumper. Later, following the
internationally sold facelift version, the front lamps were restyled and reshaped to be triangular

while the tail lamps extended onto the trunk lid which is different from the version sold in other
parts of the world. An additional facelift was added again in with white marker lights in the front
replacing the amber ones and restyled tail lamps. It was assembled locally and sold from until In
Malaysia, the Lancer was made available after Mitsubishi had sold all its shares in Malaysian
carmaker Proton , marking the return of Mitsubishi in the Malaysian market after being absent
since due to the agreement with Proton. The Lancer sold in Malaysia was powered by the 4G18
engine which also powered the early 1. In the Philippines , the Lancer was launched in , with the
central trapezoidal in the grille. In mid, the Lancer gives major facelift; featuring front and rear
end design. Later than , the Lancer gives minor facelift; featuring front and rear end, and now
without semi-triangle in the grille. In , Mitsubishi released a 2. In Pakistan , this variant was
launched in with cosmetic changes from the front and the back. Thai production was switched
to the new model, and in all markets except for India the previous model was no longer
marketed, four years after the Cedia's introduction. India received this era series of Lancer in ,
known locally as the Mitsubishi Cedia to distinguish it from the previous version which was
assembled and sold as the Lancer till June , and Mitsubishi Cedia production closed in
November The facelift, designated the CH series, [14] introduced a heavily updated VR-X, which
included new 16" alloys, stiffer suspension, body styling kit, and gear shifter borrowed from the
Lancer Evolution. In , the new Lancer wagon was introduced as a direct replacement for its
ageing circa predecessor. In August , all Lancers were upgraded to the 2. The upgraded engine
also saw a change in trim levels and upgraded equipmentâ€”the ES and LS models now
featured a more upmarket looking black interior, while the VR-X gained a new black grille to
closer resemble the Lancer Evolution IX. The equipment levels of all models were also
upgraded, with the LS and VR-X gaining climate control, and a premium audio system sourced
from the luxury Mitsubishi Verada. Additionally, the wagon also saw these changes; and as of ,
continues to be sold alongside the sedan. The ES and LS models were given a minor facelift for
the model year; this time gaining the same front grille as the US models, and putting it into line
with the current corporate lookâ€”similar to that of the Colt and the locally built A limited edition
ES model dubbed "Velocity" went on sale prior to this generation being replaced. In some
European markets, the Lancer began to take the place of the Carisma in It is powered by a 1.
The next engine in the range is the 1. Finally, there is the 2. In India, it was sold under the Cedia
name. The bore and stroke are identical to the 4G94 found on the Lancer. In North America, the
Lancer was introduced in for the model year as a direct replacement for the Mirage. In the
United States, Chrysler had offered an unrelated Dodge Lancer at various stages between the s
and s. However, when Daimler , who owned Chrysler at the time, briefly controlled Mitsubishi
through the DaimlerChrysler-Mitsubishi alliance from through to , the rights to the "Lancer"
name were relinquished to Mitsubishi for usage in North America. Consequently, after
Mitsubishi discontinued the series Mirage for North America in , the replacement model adopted
the Lancer name for the first time. North American Lancers were powered by a 2. Ralliart slots in
between the base models and high-performance Evolution. These cars came equipped with
Mitsubishi's 2. The power gain was due to a tuned muffler for the Ralliart, and also included a
new, stiffer suspension package that improved handling and lowered for Ralliart and lifted the
LS Sportback by 2. The LS Sportback had inch steel or optional inch alloy wheels. The Ralliart
came with inch alloy wheels, front bucket seats borrowed from Japan's Mitsubishi Evolution
GT-A, optional fog lamps, and a new aerodynamic ground package for Ralliart. For the model
year, the grille was changed to include more fins to reflect a closer similarity to the North
American Galant. For the model year, the fascia was changed again from a bridged fascia to one
with an open vent after Mitsubishi received complaints from current owners regarding its
similarity in appearance to General Motors Division Pontiac 's corporate look, and to bring the
appearance closer to its bigger brother, the Evolution. The Lancer Sportback wagon was
cancelled in the United States one year after its release, but the Mitsubishi Lancer wagon was
sold in Canada for a while longer. The new Lancer was previewed by these two concepts. The
new Lancer was officially revealed in January at the Detroit Motor Show and went on sale in
North American markets in March as a model. With the exception of the Lancer Evolution X, the
Lancer is marketed as the Galant Fortis Latin for strong, brave and resolute in the Japanese
domestic market because the sixth generation of Lancer is still in production at that time. Due
to the popular demand for the previous era Lancer in Singapore, it continued to be sold
alongside the new era Lancer which was called "Lancer EX" to differentiate itself from the
former for two years. For model year , the design was refreshed all around with an updated front
grille, darkened clear tail lamps, and chrome lining with an additional floor console internally.
The rear for the 2. From models onwards, only a 1. In Indonesia, only the GT is sold and it
utilizes the 2. The previous generation Lancer was still sold, marketed as the Cedia using the 1.
Hong Kong received its unique edition of the Lancer in , dubbed the Lancer 2. The car comes in

two trim levels, without a name for either of them. Both are equipped with the 4B11 2. The upper
trim has a Ralliart style body kit which includes a revised front bumper, side skirt, rear bumper
with diffuser, and the addition of a correct-to-Evolution X rear spoiler, while the lower trim
makes do without the above-mentioned features. In the Philippines, the Lancer was launched in
mid as "Lancer EX" to differentiate from the preceding model Lancer still sold there. Initially
available only with the 2. It is only available with 2. In , 3 trims were available: the base GLX
5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic , no fog lights, and three-beam headlights. The mid-GLS
is the middle variant and has fog lights, GPS navigation with touchscreen, same headlights
5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic. The only difference being that it has HID headlights, a
blue LCD monitoring screen beneath the speedometer, and paddle-shifters 4-speed automatic.
The ES included cruise control, driver, passenger, and knee airbags, stability and traction
control as standard. The VR added alloy wheels, fog lights, side skirts, boot lip spoiler,
rain-sensing wipers, automatic headlights, six-disc CD changer, as well as curtain and side
airbags. The VRX received extra skirts including front aprons, a larger rear spoiler, inch alloys,
9-speaker Rockford Fosgate sound system, keyless entry, keyless engine start, and Bluetooth
connectivity with voice control. All three models shared the same 4B11 2. The Sportback body
followed the sedan and has been available for all variants except the Aspire. In September ,
another variant, the Aspire, was introduced. In late , the Ralliart variant became available. In ,
the limited edition ACTiV was added to the lineup. Various special models have also been
introduced, such as the Platinum Edition, which is based on the VR but added a chrome grille,
window surrounds sedan only , MMCS satellite navigation, and Bluetooth. The RX version is
derived from the ES but comes with standard alloy wheels. Another model introduced in was
the SX coming with factory alloys, leather steering wheel, and gear shifter as well as factory
spoiler. In Europe, a diesel model was also available also from to September This was a 2. In
Ireland, the specifications are different from those of models sold in the United Kingdom. The
Lancer is available in five-door hatchback Sportback or four-door sedan body styles. Engines
are the 1. The Sportback Juro model marked a temporary end to the line in the UK and was the
most generously equipped. A Ralliart version petrol , a detuned version of the Evolution, was
also available. Mitsubishi intended to supply the UK with further Lancers in late In Canada, a
fourth model SE was introduced to the Lancer lineup. Features not included in the SE model
that is found in the GTS are the FAST key, automatic climate control, carbon-fiber trim pieces,
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and inch wheels. The ES Sport also uses the 2.
For , the GTS is powered by a 2. For , A new trim level called SE was added. The SE model
features the 2. For , another trim level called GT was added. Based on the all-wheel-drive SE
trim level, excluding the all-wheel control system, the GT features sportier suspension,
upmarket options, and an available manual transmission. The five-door hatchback version,
known as the Sportback , was introduced for the Canadian market in spring , and in the US for
the model year in mid This model became available for purchase in the United States in October
The car also includes a simplified version of the Evolution X's AWD system, with a simple
"mechanical limited-slip" rear differential. To differentiate it from the previous model, still, on
sale, this model is marketed as "Lancer Serie R" in Chile. In Brazil, Lancer was officially sold by
Mitsubishi Motors â€” All versions come with the 2. The Lancer Sportback was sold until in a
single version, signed by Ralliart, and the Lancer Evolution X is also sold, although not
produced locally. In October , Mitsubishi released details of the model year Lancer facelift for
North America. New C-shaped LED daytime running lamps surrounding the foglights and side
skirts complete the exterior changes, while the cabin gains a high-contrast instrument cluster, a
new front centre console with silver and black accents, and a new colour touchscreen audio
system with DAB digital radio. Both models were developed primarily for the Taiwanese market,
historically a stronghold for Mitsubishi vehicles. The Lancer Fortis made its debut in Taiwan in
August The Fortis has a unique exterior design, but its interior styling and mechanical
underpinnings are largely identical to the global Lancer model. The iO was pitched as a sportier
version of the Lancer Fortis, featuring a more aggressive front grille and bumper combination.
The design of the front grille and bumper combination on both models became more
aggressive, while the Fortis adopted the 'shark head' design and the headlamps from the global
Lancer. The rear lamps on both models were also revised, and the interior designs received
minor cosmetic enhancements. The powerplant configuration for both models was refined for
better fuel efficiency but was otherwise largely unchanged. In January , Mitsubishi Motors
agreed to continue the Lancer nameplate in certain Asian markets including Taiwan and
Mainland China after , due to ongoing popular demand for the Lancer nameplate within the
Chinese-speaking world. Part of the design was partnered with Pininfarina Shanghai. Due to the
international version being discontinued, the new generation Lancer will be built on the same
platform as the existing model as an extensive facelift. It comes with the new Mitsubishi

Dynamic Shield grille and redesigned creases over the side body panels. The interior, front
hood, front bumpers, front fenders, front and rear door panels including the rear passenger
door window, the boot lid, and the rear bumper have been completely redesigned for the new
generation, while the rest is carried over from the pre model. Since , the Lancer has regularly
featured within the Top 10 and Top 20 vehicle sales charts. Prior to the discontinuation of
Lancer production in , John Signoriello, CEO of Mitsubishi Motors Australia Ltd, decided to
stockpile as many Lancers as possible, in order to sell them in succeeding years. From
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exclusive to Mexico. To this day the Mitsubishi Lancer and Lancer Evolution - retired from the
Mitsubishi lineup in and , respectively - continue to garner attention from automotive
enthusiasts everywhere. Known as an affordable and dependable compact sedan, the sporty
Lancer was loads of fun to drive. Meanwhile the Lancer Evolution, popular on the world rally
scene, established itself as a performance workhorse that put other sportscars in its rearview
mirror, and a smile on its drivers faces. But its legacy lives on through the passion of our
drivers and our innovative, ambitious lineup. Sign up to our newsletter for more exciting,
exclusive Mitsubishi content, blogs and updates. While the Lancer and Lancer Evolution were
based on the same platform and shared the same DNA, there were many differences between
the two cars, with power, drivetrain FWD vs AWD , and a stiffer suspension on Lancer Evolution
being the key differentials. The Lancer Evolution X was Evolution's tenth and last-generation
model. Mitsubishi discontinued production of the Lancer and Lancer Evolution. However, due to
popular demand in China and Taiwan, the Lancer nameplate lives on in these markets with the
Lancer EX sport sedan. As efficiency and versatility became increasingly important to
consumers, Mitsubishi decided to focus their efforts on crossover vehicles and electric or

hybrid cars in order to meet customer demand. The farewell model - Lancer Evolution Final
Edition - boasted hp and lb-ft of torque, with an estimated top speed of mph. Lancer Evolution
utilized a variety of engines based on the best Mitsubishi technology of the time. From it
supported a 4G63 turbocharged engine. From the 4B11 turbocharged engine was the game
changer. There are no plans to bring back the Lancer or Lancer Evolution. The Mitsubishi
Lancer - named after a soldier of the cavalry regiment in Europe's knightly age-debuted on the
world stage in Styled for superior aerodynamic drag and a robust monocoque chassis for
increased performance, the very first Lancer was powered by engines using Mitsubishi Clean
Air technology. It was the first model to be certified as having a low-pollution engine by the U.
Environmental Protection Agency. After nearly three decades and a successful run in Europe
and Asia, the Lancer launched in the United States in , powered by a 2. Over the years Lancer's
popularity grew as additional, more powerful trims and models - such as the Lancer GT, Lancer
Ralliart, Lancer Sportback LS and Lancer Sportback Ralliart - were added to the line, bridging
the gap between the Lancer's base model and its high-performance sibling: Lancer Evolution.
Slowly, however, market demand started shifting towards vehicles offering greater versatility
and space, and cars with smaller environmental footprints. In , Mitsubishi decided to stop
production of the Lancer and shift its focus over to crossovers and SUVs, as well as electric
and hybrid powertrains. Today, Lancer's performance legacy continues to endure with
Mitsubishi's versatile crossovers and efficient city cars. The first Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution
was launched in - rally-bred from its inception. To make it ultra-competitive, Mitsubishi took the
lightweight Lancer, reduced its weight even further, increased body and suspension rigidity,
and powered it with a 4Gtype intercooler turbo engine delivering torque through a 4WD system.
The initial production run for racing certification sold out within days. It wasn't until , however after honing its performance history over several generations in Europe and Asia - that the
Lancer Evolution became available in the United States, promising a thrill ride like no other. By
that time, due to the popularity of certain video games and appearances in several Hollywood
movies, the Lancer Evolution already had quite the following. Each successive iteration of the
car received new creative thinking: more power, more weight savings, brakes a little deeper,
apex clipped a little tighter, built to come out of corners a little harder. But all races must come
to a stop. And in , Mitsubishi announced the Lancer Evolution X - the tenth generation - would
be its final one. To give it a special send-off, Mitsubishi decided to create a limited farewell
edition: the Lancer Evolution FE. Individually numbered-and collectively desired - the Final
Edition was backed by a hp engine. It was the kind of performance that ate bigger, thirstier V6s
for breakfast. The end of an era? Not exactly. Mitsubishi is continuously working to incorporate
its performance heritage into its crossover and electric vehicle segments. And the future
promises to be as exciting as the past. The first-generation Lancer launches as a two and four
door compact sedan in Europe and Asia. The iconic Lancer Evolution launches in Europe and
Asia, and goes on to win many World Rally Championship, track racing and hill climb titles.
Styled with a rally racing-inspired design, the Lancer launches in the U. Thanks to advanced
high-tech engineering and safety features, the Mitsubishi Lancer is awarded an IIHS Top Safety
Pick - the highest safety award designation offered by the organization - for the seventh
consecutive year. In the U. In August of production of the Mitsubishi Lancer ends, two years
after the sunsetting of the iconic Lancer Evolution. The Mitsubishi Mirage remains to serve the
demands of the small sedan market. Explore Mitsubishi's current lineup of
performance-oriented crossovers and smaller footprint vehicles. Loving our history blogs? Sign
up to our newsletter and stay tuned for regular updates, delivered straight to your inbox. While
supplies last. Limited availability at participating dealers may require placing an order and could
cause a delay in delivery. Retailer price, terms and vehicle availability may vary. See your local
Mitsubishi retailer for details. See your Mitsubishi retailer for details. We are trying to improve
mitsubishicars. We would greatly appreciate your help by answering the following three
questions. The Lancer is no longer in production But its legacy lives on through the
1996 dodge stratus wiring diagram
2000 volvo c70
2006 ford expedition manual
passion of our drivers and our innovative, ambitious lineup. Please enter a correct email
address to continue with your sign up. Lancer FAQ. Does Mitsubishi still make the Lancer or
Lancer Evolution? Why did Mitsubishi discontinue the Lancer and Lancer Evolution? What
engine was in the Lancer Evolution, and just how fast was it? Will Mitsubishi ever bring back
the Lancer or Lancer Evolution? Mitsubishi Lancer Time-tested. See the Lineup. Find your Next
Vehicle. Confidence you can Count on Thanks to advanced high-tech engineering and safety
features, the Mitsubishi Lancer is awarded an IIHS Top Safety Pick - the highest safety award

designation offered by the organization - for the seventh consecutive year. One of a kind. Last
of a kind. Scroll to see more. The tradition continues Explore Mitsubishi's current lineup of
performance-oriented crossovers and smaller footprint vehicles. Find your next Vehicle.
Subscribe for more unmissable Mitsubishi content Loving our history blogs? No Yes.

